
Part Number
8050-1
Flanges Kit
Includes (1)
threaded stem with
nut and nylon tube

Part Number
8070
8” extension x 1/4”. Use with 2” and 3” polishing
buffs.

Part Number
8075
Our wheel rakes make cleaning your

heavy gauge steel rake across the
wheel face while it’s running. This
action, done periodically and before
a different compound is applied, will
removed entrapped metal particles
which could scratch a more delicate
part.

Part Number
8080
8” extender polishing kit. Includes
8” extension, 3” polishing buff
and 3” taper buff.
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Rough Cut Final Cut / Initial Polish Final Polish
Deep scratches,

pittingpitting

Black Stainless
8000-BLK

Light scratches,
oxidtationoxidtation

Red Tripoli
8000-RED

Light cutting/
PolishingPolishing

Rouge
8000-GRE

Oxidation Hazing

Rouge
8000-WHI

New

Mirror Rouge
8000-BLU

Aluminum ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Brass ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Copper ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Iron ✔ ✔ ✔

Nickel ✔ ✔ ✔

Silver ✔ ✔ ✔

Steel ✔ ✔ ✔

Nickel Plate ✔

Chrome Plate ✔

Stainless Steel ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Red Airway
16-ply
8015-6

Blue Airway
16-Play
8020-8

Yellow Airway
16-Ply
8010-8

✔

White Airway
16-Ply
8028-8

✔

Soft Muslin
30-Ply
8030-6

Aluminum ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Brass ✔

Copper ✔

Iron ✔ ✔ ✔

Nickel ✔

Silver ✔

Steel ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Nickel Plate ✔

Chrome Plate ✔

Stainless Steel ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔



Black/Grey Cutting Compound
Part Number
8000-BLA

steel, aluminum, cast iron and all ferrous metals. For
best results, apply with a sisal buff or treated airway
buff.

Blue Rouge
Part Number
8000-BLU
Medium dry. Primary cutting of aluminum, brass, copper,
nickel, silver, zinc, and non-ferrous metals. For best
results, apply with an untreated white/UBM airway buff.

White Rouge
Part Number
8000-WHI White Rouge
Medium wet. Mild cut, clean high color. Finishing

for use on chrome and brass as well as plastic. For best
results, apply with an un-treated white/UBM airway buff.

Green Rouge
Part Number
8000-GRE
Medium dry. Works well on chrome, aluminum and
stainless steel. Popular as coloring compound where
minimum cut is required. For best results, apply with an
untreated white/UBM airway buff.

Red/Brown Tripoli
Part Number
8000-RED
Medium dry. Excellent cut, high color, easily cleaned.
Superb use on aluminum, brass, copper and die cast.
For best results, apply with a treated airway buff.


